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Let C be a commutative Dedekind domain, let S be a maximal C-order in a
simple Artinian ring Q, and let K be a proper essential right ideal of S with
SK S. We shall study those maximal C-orders in Q which contain the idealiser
ring R of K and the way in which invertible ideals of R act on them by con-
jugation. In a special case, which includes that in which R is hereditary, we shall
show that these maximal orders are in one-to-one correspondence with the ideals
of S which contain the bound of K, and we shall give a complete description of the
invertible ideals of R.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this work was the study of examples of a prime
Noetherian ring R and the maximal orders which contain R. Let Q be the
simple Artinian quotient ring of R. In non-commutative ring theory the
concept of a maximal order in Q which contains R is a generalisation of
the integral closure of a commutative integral domain in its quotient field.
Thus in the commutative case there is only one such maximal order. But if
R is not commutative there can be many maximal orders in Q which
contain R, and it is natural to ask how many of them there are and
whether they can be parameterised in some convenient way. Also, al-
though the maximal orders which contain R do not in general belong to a
single isomorphism class, we feel that there ought to be a tight connection
between them, such as Morita equivalence or something stronger.
These problems seem to be rather difficult in general, so we started by
looking at one particular situation which arises naturally and where there
is the potential for making substantial progress. Let C be a commutative
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Dedekind domain, let S be a maximal C-order in a simple Artinian ring Q,
let K be a proper essential right ideal of S with SK S, let R be the
idealiser ring of K, and let B be the bound of K. Then the maximal orders
Ž .in Q which contain R of which S is one are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the right ideals of S which contain K and which are closed
Ž .under multiplication on the left by elements of R Theorem 2.15 . In order
to make further progress we impose the restriction that KB is generated
as a right ideal of SB by an idempotent element; this restriction holds
automatically when R is hereditary, but it also holds in some cases when R
is not hereditary. We then show that the maximal orders in Q which
contain R are finite in number and are in one-to-one correspondence with
Ž .the ideals of S which contain B Corollary 4.3 . In this setting there is a
Žparticular invertible ideal X of R which plays an important role see
.Section 3 , and conjugation by X acts as a product of disjoint transposi-
tions on the set of maximal orders which contain R. This led us to wonder
how other invertible ideals of R act by conjugation, and in Section 5 we
give a complete description of all the invertible ideals of R and how they
act. It turns out that the action is transitive if and only if R is hereditary
Ž .Corollary 5.19 .
2. BASICS
The following notation will be used throughout the rest of the paper
without further explanation.
Notation 2.1. C is a commutative Dedekind domain which is not a
field. S is a maximal C-order in a simple Artinian ring Q. K is an essential
Žright ideal of S with K S and SK S. B is the bound of K i.e., B is
. the largest two-sided ideal of S which is contained in K . L s S :
4  4sK B . For any essential right ideal U of S we set U* qQ : qU S
Ž .  4 Ž .  4and O U  qQ : qUU . T KK*O K . R s S : sK Kl l
Ž   S T so that R is the idealiser of the right ideal K of S see 3 for
.further information about idealisers . ‘‘Maximal order’’ will always mean
‘‘maximal C-order in Q’’.
It is well known that S is a left and right Noetherian hereditary ring and
that every non-zero ideal of S is invertible. Also if U is an essential right
Ž .ideal of S then we can identify U* with Hom U , S , and because U isS S S
projective it follows from the dual basis lemma that 1UU* and hence
Ž .that O U UU*. Note that R is a C-order in Q, so that R is a left andl
right Noetherian ring.
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We need to establish a long list of basic facts about the context set up in
2.1. We shall only give proofs when it seems unreasonable to leave them as
exercises for the reader.
PROPOSITION 2.2. We hae L BK*.
Proof. We have BK*B BK*K BS B where B is an invertible
ideal of S. Hence BK* S. Also BK*K B so that BK* L. Because
LK B and 1 KK* we have L LKK* BK*. Therefore L BK*.
PROPOSITION 2.3. We hae K*K S.
Proof. We have S SK K*K S.
COROLLARY 2.4. We hae B LK.
Proof. By 2.2 and 2.3 we have B BS BK*K LK.
PROPOSITION 2.5. We hae K 2 K TK and KT T.
PROPOSITION 2.6. We hae K*B S.
Proof. Set A K*B. Then A is a non-zero ideal of S and so is
invertible. We have KA KK*B	 B so that K	 BA
1. But B is the
bound of K. Therefore BA
1  B; i.e., B BA. Hence B BA and,
because B is invertible, it follows that A S.
PROPOSITION 2.7. We hae LS S.
Ž .2 2 Ž .2Proof. By 2.2 and 2.6 we have LS  L S BK* S B.K*B.K*S
 BSK*S BK*S LS. Thus LS is an invertible idempotent ideal of S
so that LS S.
PROPOSITION 2.8. We hae L2 L LT and TL T.
Proof. We have TL KK*BK* KSK* T.
PROPOSITION 2.9. Both K and L are ideals of R.
Proof. We have LK B K so that L R. Also LR.K LK B so
that LR L.
 4PROPOSITION 2.10. We hae K s S : Ls B .
 4Proof. Set W s S : Ls B . Then W is a right ideal of S and
KW. We have LW B LK so that TLW TLK. But TL T by 2.8.
Therefore TW TK K so that W K.
PROPOSITION 2.11. The ring R is also the idealiser of the left ideal L of S;
 4i.e., R s S : Ls L .
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 4Proof. Set W s S : Ls L . By 2.9 we have RW. Clearly
LW L. Hence LWK LK B with WK S, so that WK K by 2.10.
Therefore W R.
PROPOSITION 2.12. The ideal B is also the bound of L.
Proof. Let A be the bound of L. It follows from the definition of L
that B L, so that B A. Also A AS ASK AK LK B.
 4PROPOSITION 2.13. We hae T qQ : Lq L .
 4Proof. Set W qQ : Lq L . We have LT L, so that TW.
We could now use the fact that T is a maximal order in Q to get TW,
but the following is more direct. By 2.8 we have TW TLW TL T so
that W T.
We have at this stage shown that the situation in 2.1 is leftright
symmetric in the following sense. We started from S and a suitable right
ideal K, and from them derived b, L, and R. We now know that, mutatis
mutandis, we can start from S and L and derive B, K, and R.
DEFINITION 2.14. Let U be a right ideal of S. We shall say that U is
R-invariant if RUU.
THEOREM 2.15. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the maxi-
mal orders which contain R and the R-inariant right ideals of S which
contain K.
Proof. Let W be a maximal order which contains R. Set U
 4s S : Ws S . We shall show that U is an R-invariant right ideal of S
which contains K. Because W is a maximal C-order in Q we know that W
is finitely generated as a C-module. It follows that there is a non-zero
element c of C such that Wc S. Hence U 0. Set A SU. Then A is
an invertible ideal of S and UA
1  S. It follows easily from the definition
of U that WUU, so that WUA
 1 S. Hence UA
1 U; i.e., UUA.
Therefore UUAUA2  , so that U An for every positive integer
n. Because U 0 it follows that A S. We have K KS KA KSU
KU RUWUU. Thus U is an R-invariant right ideal of S which
Ž .contains K. Clearly WO U UU*, so that the maximality of W givesl
WUU*. Also S	U*K	 SK S, so that UUU*KWK. Starting
from a maximal order W which contains R we have produced an R-in-
variant right ideal U of S which contains K and which also satisfies
UU*W and UWK.
Conversely let us start with an R-invariant right ideal U of S which
contains K. Set WUU*. Then W is a maximal order which contains R,
Ž .and WKUU*KUSU because, as above, we have U*K S .
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COROLLARY 2.16. The function which sends a maximal order W contain-
ing R to the R-inariant right ideal WK of S is the inerse of the function which
sends an R-inariant right ideal U of S containing K to the maximal order
UU*.
Proof. See the proof of 2.15.
COROLLARY 2.17. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
Ž .maximal orders which contain R and the submodules of SK which areS
Ž . Ž Ž .inariant under all endomorphisms of SK here the notation SKS S
.means that SK is being considered as a right S-module .
Proof. This follows from 2.15 and the canonical isomorphism between
ŽŽ . .RK and End SK which, given r R, sends r K to left multiplica-S
tion by r on SK.
3. THE IDEAL X
Notation 3.1. Throughout the rest of the paper we shall use X to
denote the ideal of R defined by X K L.
The original motivation for considering the ideal X was as follows. We
were looking at examples in which K is a maximal right ideal of S. In that
case established theory gives that R is hereditary, that K and L form a
cycle of maximal ideals of R, and that their intersection X is invertible;
also S and T are the only maximal orders containing R, and we have
X
1SX T and X
1TX S. We shall give a more direct proof that X is
invertible when R is hereditary. We shall also show that X is often
invertible even when R is not hereditary. But X is not always invertible,
and we are unable to make a sensible conjecture as to when X is
invertible.
PROPOSITION 3.2. We hae XS K TX, SX L XT , X 2S B
SX 2, and X 2T KL TX 2.
Ž .Proof. We have XS KS K and XS K L S	 KLS KS K,
so that XS  K. Also X 2S  XK	 LK.K LK B and X 2S 
2 2Ž .K L S LKS B, so that X S B, and so on.
COROLLARY 3.3. If X is an inertible ideal of R then X
1SX T and
X
1TX S.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that K L R. Then X is an inertible ideal
of R with inerse S T.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By 3.2 we have X S T  K L R and S T X L
K R.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5. We hae K L R if and only if KB e SB for
some idempotent element e of SB.
Proof. Let  denote image in S SB. First suppose that K L R.
Then 1 u for some u K and   L. Because LK B we have
 u 0. Also u  1, so that u is idempotent. Clearly uS K .
Let x K . Then x ux x ux, so that x uS. Therefore K 
uS.
Conversely suppose that K  eS for some idempotent element e of
S. By the definition of L we know that L is the left annihilator of K  in
Ž .S. Hence L S 1
 e . Therefore 1 K  L. But K  L is a
two-sided ideal of R. Therefore K  L R which gives K L R.
COROLLARY 3.6. If R is hereditary then K L R and X is inertible.
Proof. Robson showed that R is hereditary if and only if K is an
 intersection of maximal right ideals of S 3, Theorem 5.3 . Suppose that R
is hereditary. Because every maximal right ideal of S contains a maximal
two-sided ideal of S, it follows from Robson’s theorem that the bound B
of K is the intersection of a finite number of maximal ideals of S.
Therefore SB is a semi-simple Artinian ring, and the result now follows
easily from 3.5 and 3.4.
EXAMPLE 3.7. It is possible to have K L R and X invertible even
Ž .when R is not hereditary. Take SM  and2
4 4K .ž / 
Then
 4R ž / 
Žwhich is not hereditary one way to show that R is not hereditary is to note
that K is not an intersection of maximal right ideals of S and to use
 Robson’s theorem Theorem 5.3, 3 . But it is easy to check that K L R.
EXAMPLE 3.8. For X to be invertible it is not necessary to have
Ž .K L R. Take SM  and3
  
K .2 2 2ž /4 4 4
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Ž .It is routine to check that BM 4 .3
4 2 
L ,4 2 ž /4 2 
and
  
R .2  ž /4 2 
Thus K L R. Also X 2 4R so that X is invertible.
The next aim is to show that if K L R then S must in some sense
involve matrices of size at least 3 3.
LEMMA 3.9. Let M be a maximal ideal of S which contains B. Then
Ž .KM M is a proper non-zero right ideal of SM and consequently SM
is not a diision ring.
Proof. Because SK S we know that K is not contained in M. Hence
M KM. Suppose that KM S. Then S LS LK LM B
LMM, which is a contradiction.
COROLLARY 3.10. For each maximal ideal M of S which contains B we
Ž .hae SMM D for some diision ring D and some positie integern
n 1.
THEOREM 3.11. Suppose that for each maximal ideal M of S which
Ž .contains B we hae SMM D for some diision ring D. Then K L R2
and consequently X is inertible.
Proof. It is enough to show that 1 K L. Also, because B is a
product of maximal ideals of S, it is enough to suppose that M is a
maximal ideal of S which contains B and to show that 1 K LM.
Let  denote image in S SM. By 3.9 we know that K  is a non-zero
proper right ideal of S. Similarly L is a non-zero proper left ideal of S.
Ž .But LK  0 and SM D for some division ring D. It follows that2
L is the left annihilator of K  in S. But K  eS for some idempotent
Ž .element e of S. Hence L S 1
 e so that 1 K  L as required.
Ž .If for instance we start by taking SM  then, whatever suitable K2
we take, we will always have K L R and X invertible. In general, the
condition that K L R is saying that RB has the structure of a 2 2
blocked upper triangular matrix ring.
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EXAMPLE 3.12. We shall now give an example in which X is not an
invertible ideal of R, and we shall also show that in this case there is no

1 Ž .invertible ideal Y of R such that Y SY T. Take SM  and3
  
K .2 2 2ž /8 8 8
Ž .Then B 8SM 8 ,3
8 4 
L ,8 4 ž /8 4 
  
R ,2  ž /8 4 
and
8 4 
X .8 4 2ž /8 8 8
Set E K L. It is easy to check that E2 E R and that X 2 8 E. It
follows that E is not invertible and hence that X is not invertible.
Let Y be an invertible ideal of R. We shall show that Y
1SY S.
Because B 8S it is enough to show that Y
1BY B. Conjugation by Y
maps the set of maximal ideals of R into itself. The maximal ideals of R
 which do not contain B are invertible 1, Theorem 3.4 . There are three
maximal ideals of R which contain B, namely the ideals U, V, W which
Ž . Ž .are formed from R by restricting, respectively, the 1, 1 -, 2, 2 -,
Ž . 2 2 33, 3 -entries to 2. Direct calculation shows that U U, V  V, W 
W 2W, UWWU, and VWWV. In particular, none of U, V, W is
invertible. Therefore conjugation by Y, which sends invertible ideals to
invertible ideals, permutes the ideals U, V, W. Because U and V are
idempotent and W is not, we have Y
1WYW. Hence Y
1UY is either U
or V, and, because U commutes with W but V does not, we must have
Y
1UYU and so Y
1V Y V. Thus Y commutes with the maximal
ideals of R which contain B. But K is an idempotent ideal of R which
contains B, so that K is a product of maximal ideals of R which contain
B. Therefore Y commutes with K, and similarly Y commutes with L.
Because B LK we have YB BY as required.
We end this section with one further contribution to the mysterious
problem of determining when X is invertible.
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PROPOSITION 3.13. Recall that S is a maximal C-order. Suppose that
B IS for some ideal I of C. Then X is inertible if and only if X 2 IR.
Proof. Suppose that X 2 IR. Because C is a Dedekind domain we
know that I is invertible and hence so also is X.
Conversely suppose that X is invertible. Then X 2 is invertible, and
2Ž . 2 2from this it follows easily that X S T  X S X T. But S T R,
X 2S B LK, and X 2T KL. Thus X 2 LK KL. We have LK
B  IS, so that KLK  KIS  IKS  IK. Hence KLKK*  IKK*;
i.e., KLT IT ; i.e., KL IT. Therefore X 2 LK KL IS IT
Ž .I S T  IR, where we have used the fact that I is invertible to get
Ž .IS IT I S T .
4. THE MAXIMAL ORDERS CONTAINING R
WHEN K L R
ŽWhen K L R which includes, but extends, the case when R is
.hereditary we shall show that the maximal orders which contain R are in
one-to-one correspondence with the ideals of S which contain B. We
know that the product of ideals of S is commutative and that every
non-zero ideal of S is a unique product of maximal ideals of S. Also if U
and V are non-zero ideals of S then U	 V if and only if U divides  .
Ž . Ž .When we talk about the prime factors of B we shall mean the maximal
ideals of S which contain B.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that K L R. Then the R-inariant right ideals
of S which contain K are of the form K A, where A is a factor of B.
Proof. If A is a factor of B then clearly K A is an R-invariant right
ideal of S which contains K. Now let U be an R-invariant right ideal of S
which contains K. In what follows, to say that a submodule N of a module
M is invariant will mean that N is invariant under all endomorphisms of
Ž .M. Any endomorphism of SK is induced by left multiplication by anS
Ž .element of R, so that UK is an invariant submodule of SK .S
Let  denote image in S SB. We have K  eS for some idempo-
Ž . Ž .tent element e of S, by 3.5. Set f 1
 e. Then SK  SK  S S
Ž . Ž .fS . We shall show that every invariant submodule of fS is of theS S
Ž .form fA fS A for some factor A of B. It will then follow that there is
Ž . Ž .such an ideal A with UK SK A; i.e., UK A K K ; i.e.,
U K A.
Ž .Thus we need to show that every invariant submodule of fS has theS
form fA for some ideal A of S. But S is a direct sum of local Artinian
rings. Hence there are orthogonal central idempotent elements g , . . . , g1 n
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of S such that g  g  1 and each g S is a local Artinian ring.1 n i
Ž .Correspondingly the invariant submodules of fS are direct sums ofS
invariant submodules of each right g S-module fSg .i i
Therefore for the rest of the proof we shall suppose without loss of
Ž .generality that S is a local ring. Let P be the unique up to isomorphism ,
indecomposable, finitely generated, projective right S-module. Then
fS P Žu. for some positive integer u. Under this isomorphism, the
invariant submodules of fS correspond to the modules Y Žu. where Y is an
Ž invariant submodule of P. But S is a serial ring see for instance 2,
.Corollary 2.2 so that P is a uniserial module. Let J be the Jacobson
radical of S. Then the submodules of P have the form PJ i for some
non-negative integer i, and they are all invariant submodules of P.
Ž . iTherefore the invariant submodules of fS have the form fJ for someS
non-negative integer i.
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that K L R, and let U be an R-inariant
right ideal of S which contains K. By 4.1 we hae U K A for some factor
A of B. Then A is the bound of U as a right ideal of S, and the function which
sends U to A gies a one-to-one correspondence between the R-inariant right
ideals of S which contain K and the ideals of S which containdiide B.
Proof. All we need to do is to show that A is the bound of U and
hence is uniquely determined by U. Let I be the bound of U. Then A I.
Hence U K I. Because I SI we have LU LK LI B LSI
B SI B I I because B A I, and similarly LU A. Therefore
A I.
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that K L R. Let W be a maximal order
which contains R. Then WK is an R-inariant right ideal of S which contains
K, so that WK K A for some factor A of B by 4.1. The function which
sends W to A gies a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal orders
which contain R and the ideals of S which diide B. In particular, the set of
maximal orders which contain R is finite. The maximal orders S and T
correspond, respectiely, to the factors S and B of B.
Proof. Combine 2.16 and 4.2.
LEMMA 4.4. Let U be an R-inariant right ideal of S which contains K.
 4  4Then U s S : UU*s S  s S : UU*sU .
Proof. We have S SK SU S. Hence SU S and UU 2. The
result now follows easily from this and the fact that 1UU*.
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that K L R. Then the function which
sends a maximal order W which contains R to the largest ideal A of S such
that WA S is the inerse of the function which sends a factor A of B to the
Ž .maximal order WO K A .l
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Proof. Combine 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.
EXAMPLE 4.6. If K L R then an R-invariant right ideal U of S
which contains K need not be of the form K A for some factor A of B.
Let S and K be as in 3.8 and take
  
U .  ž /2 2 2
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose that K L R. For each factor I of B let
Ž .W I be the maximal order which contains R and corresponds to I under the

1 Ž .correspondence gien in 4.5. Let A be a factor of B. Then X W A X
Ž 
1 . Ž 
1 Ž 
1 . Ž ..W BA and consequently X W BA XW A .
Proof. Set U K A. Then WUU*. It is routine to check that

1 Ž . 
1 Ž .X W A X is also a maximal order which contains R. Hence X W A X
Ž .W I for some factor I of B. By 4.5 we know that I is the largest ideal

1 Ž . Ž . Ž .of S such that X W A XI S; i.e., W A XI XS K. But W A 
UU*. Also U*XIU*XSIU*KI, and U*K is an ideal of S which
contains K so that U*K S. Thus UU*XIUU*KIUSIUI KI
AI. Therefore I is the largest ideal of S such that KI AI K ; i.e.,

1Ž .AI K ; i.e., AI B because B is the bound of K . Hence I BA .
5. THE INVERTIBLE IDEALS OF R WHEN K L R
Suppose that K L R. Temporarily let M denote the set of maximal
orders which contain R. Then M has n elements, when n is the number of
factors of B. By 4.7 we know that conjugation by X induces a permutation
of M which is a product of disjoint transpositions. We shall now determine
Ž .all the invertible ideals of R and how they act on M by conjugation . The
‘‘generic’’ invertible ideals of R arise in a natural way from the non-zero
ideals of S and they act trivially on M. But R has a finite number of
‘‘exceptional’’ maximal invertible ideals, one corresponding to each prime
factor of B, and each of these acts as a product of disjoint transpositions
on M. The multiplicative group generated by the invertible ideals of R is
Abelian and acts on M as an elementary Abelian 2-subgroup of the
symmetric group S , the rank of the subgroup being equal to the numbern
of prime factors of B. The action on M is transitive if and only if B has no
repeated prime factors, and this is equivalent to R being hereditary.
We now plunge into the rather complicated business of finding all the
invertible ideals of R when K L R. Because R is Noetherian it is
easy to see that every proper invertible ideal of R is a product of maximal
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invertible ideals, where ‘‘maximal invertible ideal’’ means a proper ideal
which is maximal with respect to being invertible.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that K L R, and let Y be an inertible
ideal of R. Then XY YX.
Proof. Conjugation by Y permutes the maximal ideals of R. The
maximal ideals of R which do not contain B are invertible, by 1, Theorem
3.4 . Let M be a maximal ideal of R which contains B. Because B LK
we have either KM or LM. In either case M contains a non-zero
idempotent ideal E of R. We have EM n for every positive integer n, so
that the intersection of the powers of M is not 0. Hence M is not an
invertible ideal of R. Thus a maximal ideal of R is not invertible if and
only if it contains either K or L. Therefore conjugation by Y permutes the
maximal ideals of R which contain either K or L.
Let  denote image in S SB. As in the proof of 4.1 we have
ŽŽ . .K  eS for some idempotent element e of S, and RK End SK S
ŽŽ . . End fS where f 1
 e. But L S f , so that S fS LSS
Ž . ŽŽ . .LS  S. Therefore S and End fS are Morita equivalent. HenceS
RK is Morita equivalent to S. But S is a direct sum of local Artinian
rings. It follows that RK also is a direct sum of local Artinian rings. By
symmetry, so also is RL.
Let P , . . . , P be the distinct maximal ideals of R which contain K.1 n
Because K is idempotent and RK is Artinian, for each i there is a
Ž . aŽ i. s Ž . aŽ i.positive integer a i such that P  P for all s a i . Set G  P .i i i i
Then each G is idempotent, and because RK is a direct sum of locali
Artinian rings we have KG G  G . Similarly we have L1 2 n
H H  H where each H is an idempotent ideal of R and H is1 2 r j j
the intersection of the powers of some maximal ideal Q of R whichj
contains L. Thus P , . . . , P , Q , . . . , Q are the maximal ideals of R which1 n 1 r
contain K or L, so that conjugation by Y permutes them. Hence conjuga-
tion by Y permutes the ideals G , . . . , G , H , . . . , H and hence fixes1 n 1 r
G  G  H   H  K L X. Therefore Y commutes1 n 1 r
with X.
The function f which we are about to define will give the canonical
method for constructing invertible ideals of R from non-zero ideals of S.
Notation 5.2. For each non-zero ideal E of S set
f E  XE EX .Ž .
Ž .Note that f E is an ideal of R.
Let E and F be ideals of S. In what follows we shall repeatedly use the
facts that XS K, SX L, SK S LS, XE KE, EX EL, SXS
SK S, and EXF ESXSF EF.
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We next establish the basic properties of the function f introduced
in 5.2.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that K L R. Let E and F denote non-zero
ideals of S, and let f be as in 5.2. Then
Ž . Ž .1 f S  R.
Ž . Ž . 22 f B  X .
Ž .3 f preseres sums and products.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 S. f E  E f E .S.
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 If f E  f F then E F.
Ž .6 f is injectie.
Ž . Ž . 
1 
17 f E is an inertible ideal of R with inerse XE  E X.
Ž . Ž .8 If I is an ideal of R with I B R then IS SI and I f IS .
Ž . Ž .9 If M is a maximal ideal of S with M B S then f M is an
Ž .inertible maximal ideal of R with f M  B R.
Ž . Ž .10 X commutes with f E .
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 We have f S  XS SX K L R.
Ž . 2 2 Ž . 32 Recall that B X S SX . Hence f B  XB BX X S
2 2 Ž . 2 2 X SX X f S  X R X .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž3 Clearly f preserves sums. Also f E f F  XE EX XF
. 2FX  XEXF XEFX EX F EXFX XEF XEFX EBF EFX
Ž . XEF EBF EFX XEF EFB EFX XEF EFX f EF .
Ž . Ž .4 We have S. f E  SXE SEX SXSE EX SE EX
Ž .E, and similarly f E .S E.
Ž . Ž .5 This follows immediately from 4 .
Ž . Ž .6 This follows immediately from 4 .
Ž . Ž .7 A calculation similar to that used to prove 3 shows that
Ž .Ž 
1 
1 . Ž 
1 
1 .Ž .XE EX XE  E X  R XE  E X XE EX .
Ž .  8 Let I be an ideal of R with I B R. By 1, Proposition 3.3
 we have IS SI. Also I is an invertible ideal of R 1, Theorem 3.4 , so
Ž 
1that IDDI for every ideal D of R with ID R because I DI R

1 Ž . 
1 
1 .so that I DI ID I DIDID. I DID, etc. . In particular
Ž .we have IX XI. Therefore f IS  XIS ISX IXS ISX IK IL
 I.
Ž .9 Let M be a maximal ideal of S with M B S. Then R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 2f S  f M B  f M  f B  f M  X . But X  B. Therefore
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R f M  B. We know by 6 that f M  R and by 7 that f M is
Ž . Ž .invertible. Let I be an ideal of R with f M  I. Because f M  B R
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Ž . Ž .we also have I B R. Therefore by 8 we have I f IS . Thus
Ž . Ž . Ž .f M  f IS so that by 5 we have M IS. But M is a maximal ideal of
Ž . Ž .S. Therefore either IS S in which case I f IS  f S  R, or ISM
Ž . Ž . Ž .in which case I f IS  f M . Thus f M is a maximal ideal of R.
Ž . Ž . 210 We have X XE EX  X E XEX BE XEX EB
2 Ž .XEX EX  XEX EX XE X.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose that K L R. Let I be an inertible ideal of
Ž .R with I f E for some non-zero ideal E of S, and let W be a maximal
order which contains R. Then I
1WIW.
Proof. By 4.5 we have WUU*, where U K A for some factor A
Ž . Ž .of B. Let D be any ideal of S. Then DID. f E DS. f E DE
ED ID. Thus I commutes with all ideals of S. In particular AI IA and
SI  IS. Also KI  KXE  KEX  KXSE  KEX  K 2E  KEX 
KE KEX KE, and IK XEK EXK XESK EX 2S XES EB
 XE BE XSE BE KE BE KE. Thus IK KI and IA AI,
so that IUUI. From this and the fact that SI IS it now follows easily

1 
1that I U*IU* and I WIW.
The next result is a step toward what we want and it will be improved
later.
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that K L R. Let Y be a maximal inertible
Ž . Ž .ideal of R. Then either Y f M for some but not an arbitrary maximal
Ž . Ž .ideal M of S, or Y X f A for some but not an arbitrary factor A of B.
Ž .Proof. If Y f M for some ideal M of S then it follows from the
basic properties of the function f that M is a maximal ideal of S. Now
Ž .suppose that there is no ideal E of S with Y f E . By 5.1 we have
Ž .XY YX. Hence f SYS  XSYS SYSX	 XYS YSX YXS YSX
Ž . YK YL Y. Thus Y is a maximal invertible ideal of R, Y f SYS ,
Ž . Ž .and f SYS is an invertible ideal of R. Therefore either f SYS  Y or
Ž . Ž . Ž .f SYS  R. But Y is not in the image of f. Hence f SYS  R f S , so
that SYS S. Because Y is an ideal of R we have KY Y, so that
K KS KSYS KYS YS. It follows that YS is an R-invariant right
ideal of S which contains K, so that YS K A for some factor A of
B by 4.1. We have XK KX X 2S KX B KX SX 2 KX
LX KX X. Therefore Y YK YL YXS YSX XYS YSX
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X K A  K A X XK KX f A  X f A .
PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose that K L R. Let E be a non-zero ideal of
Ž .S such that X f E . Then E S.
Ž .Proof. We have S SXS S. f E .S E, so that E S.
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PROPOSITION 5.7. Suppose that K L R. Let U be an inertible ideal
Ž . Ž .of R such that XU. Then U X f A for a unique but not arbitrary
factor A of B.
Proof. If U R we can take A S. Now suppose that U R. By 5.6
Ž .we know that the only ideal E of S such that U f E is E S. It is now
easy to modify the second part of the proof of 5.5, with U in place of Y, to
Ž .get U X f A for some factor A of B. This completes the proof of the
Ž .existence of A. We have US XS f A .S K A. The uniqueness of
A thus follows from 4.2.
PROPOSITION 5.8. Suppose that K L R. Let U and V be inertible
ideals of R such that UV X. Then there are unique ideals G and H of S
Ž . Ž .such that GH S, GH B, U X f G , and V X f H .
Proof. By 5.7 there are unique factors G and H of B such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U X f G and V X f H . Also X commutes with f G and f H ,
Ž Ž ..Ž Ž .. 2 Ž .by 5.3. Thus X  UV  X  f G X  f H  X  X. f G 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X. f H  f G f H  f B  X. f GH  f GH  f BGH 
Ž . Ž . Ž .X. f GH . In particular we have f GH  X. Hence GH f GH .S
Ž .XS K, so that GH B and BGH B. Therefore X f B 
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .X. f GH  X  X. f GH , so that R X f GH . Thus R
Ž Ž .. Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .X X f GH  f GH  X  f GH  f B  f GH 
Ž . Ž . Ž .f BGH . But G and H contain B, and R f S . Hence f S 
Ž .f GH ; i.e., SGH. Because HGGH it follows that GH
GH. Clearly BGH, and we showed earlier that GH B. Therefore
BGHGH.
THEOREM 5.9. Suppose that K L R. Let U be an ideal of R such that
XU. Then U is an inertible ideal of R if and only if there exist ideals G and
Ž .H of S such that GH S, GH B, and U X f G .
Proof. If U is invertible then XUV for some invertible ideal V of R
and we can apply 5.8. Conversely suppose that such G and H exist. Set
Ž . Ž .V X f H . Then, recalling that X commutes with f H , we have
2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .UV  X  X. f G  X. f H  f G f H  f B  X. f G  H 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2f GH  f BGH  X. f S  f B  XR X  X X. Thus UV
X, and similarly VU X. Because X is invertible, so also is U.
Note that if G and H are ideals of S then the condition ‘‘GH S
and GH B’’ is equivalent to saying that G and H are relatively prime
and their product is B.
THEOREM 5.10. Suppose that K L R. Let Y be an inertible ideal of
Ž .R such that there is no ideal E of S with f E  Y. Then Y is a maximal
Ž .inertible ideal of R if and only if Y X f A for some primary component
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Ž rA of B by which we mean that A P where P is a maximal ideal of S and r
r .is a positie integer, and P is the largest power of P which diides B .
Proof. Suppose that Y is a maximal invertible ideal of R. By 5.5 we
Ž .have Y X f D for some factor D of B. Hence X Y. By 5.9 there
are ideals A and H of S such that AH S, AH B, and Y
Ž .X f A . The maximality of Y among invertible proper ideals of R
containing X means by 5.9 that A is maximal with respect to A S and
the existence of such a corresponding H. Therefore A is a primary
component of B.
Ž .Conversely, suppose that Y X f A where A is a primary compo-
nent of B. Let U be an invertible ideal of R with YU. By 5.9 there are
ideals G and H of S such that GH S, GH B, and U X
Ž . Ž .f G . But YS XS f A .S K A, US KG, and YSUS. It
follows from 4.2 that AG. This, together with the existence of H and
the fact that A is a primary component of B, implies that either G A in
which case U Y, or G S in which case U R.
THEOREM 5.11. Suppose that K L R. Let M be a maximal ideal of S.
Ž .Then f M is a maximal inertible ideal of R if and only if either M does not
diide B or M 2 diides B.
Ž .Proof. We already know that if M does not divide B then f M is an
Ž Ž .. 2invertible maximal ideal of R see 5.3 9 . Suppose that M divides B. We
Ž . Ž . Ž .know that f M is an invertible ideal of R with f M  R see 5.3 . Let Y
Ž . Ž .be a maximal invertible ideal of R with f M  Y. If Y f E for some
Ž .non-zero ideal E of S we easily get that M E and f M  Y. Suppose
Ž . Ž .that there is no ideal E of S with f E  Y. By 5.10 we have Y X f A
Ž .for some primary component A of B. Thus M f M .S YS XS
Ž .f A .S K A. Therefore M A, by 4.2. Hence M A. This is a
contradiction because A is a primary component of B and M 2 divides B.
2 Ž .This completes the proof that if M divides B then f M is a maximal
invertible ideal of R.
Finally suppose that M divides B but M 2 does not. We must show that
Ž .f M is not a maximal invertible ideal of R. Note that M is a primary
Ž .component of B. Set Y X f M . We know by 5.6 and 5.10 that Y is a
Ž .maximal invertible ideal of R. Clearly f M  Y. By 5.6 we cannot have
Ž . Ž .X f M . Therefore f M  Y.
Summary 5.12. Suppose that K L R. By combining 5.5, 5.6, 5.10,
and 5.11 we see that the following is a complete list of the maximal
invertible ideals of R:
 Ž .f M where M is a maximal ideal of S which does not divide B,

2Ž .f M where M is a maximal ideal of S such that M divides B,
 Ž .X f A where A is a primary component of B.
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THEOREM 5.13. Suppose that K L R. Then the inertible ideals of R
commute.
Proof. It is enough to show that the maximal invertible ideals of R
commute, and this follows easily from the information given in 5.12 and
5.3.
PROPOSITION 5.14. Suppose that K L R. Let Y be a maximal inert-
Ž .ible ideal of R with Y X f A , where A is a primary component of B.
2 Ž .Then Y  f A .
2 2 Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .Proof. We have Y  X  X. f A  f A  f B  f A 
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .X. f A  f B A  X. f A . But A is a primary component of B, and
B A2 is the highest common factor of B and A2. Therefore B A2 A,
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .so that Y  f A  X. f A  f A .
PROPOSITION 5.15. Suppose that K L R. Let A and D be relatiely
prime factors of B. Then
X f A X f D  X f AD .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Proof. Because A and D are relatively prime factors of B we have
Ž Ž ..AD S and AD is a factor of B. Thus B AD, so that X f A
Ž Ž .. 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X f D  X  X. f AD  f AD  f B  X. f S  f AD
Ž . Ž . XR f AD  X f AD .
Thus 5.14 and 5.15 determine how the maximal invertible ideals of R
which contain X multiply together.
Let Y be a maximal invertible ideal of R. We already know that if
Ž . 
1Y f M for some maximal ideal M of S then Y WYW for every
Ž .maximal order W which contains R see 5.4 . We shall next investigate the
Ž .effect of conjugating by Y when Y X f A for some primary compo-
nent A of B, and then we will know how all the invertible ideals of R act
by conjugation on the maximal orders which contain R. We shall need to
use the fact that if E and F are non-zero ideals of S then, just as with
Ž .non-zero ideals of a commutative Dedekind domain, we have E F
Ž .E F  EF.
LEMMA 5.16. Suppose that K L R. Let E and F be factors of B. Set
U K E and V K F. Let q belong to the quotient ring Q of S. Then
Ž .
1Uq V if and only if q E F F.
 4 Ž .
1Proof. Set I qQ : Uq V and H E F F. Note that H
Ž . 
1is an ideal of S and that we also have H E F E . Hence UH
KH EH K F V, so that H I. Clearly SIS I and EI V.
Thus EI is an ideal of S with EI K F. Hence by 4.2 we have EI F.
Also KI V so that V *KI S. But S	 V *K	 SK S, so that V *K S.
This, together with V *KI S, gives I S. Thus we have EI F and

1Ž .FI F. Therefore I E F FH.
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THEOREM 5.17. Suppose that K L R. Let A be a primary component
Ž . Žof B and set Y X f A thus Y is one of the ‘‘exceptional’’ maximal
.inertible ideals of R . Let E be a factor of B and let W be the corresponding
maximal order which contains R, so that WUU*, where U K E. Then
Y
1WY is the maximal order containing R which corresponds to the factor
Ž .
1Ž .E A E A of B.
Proof. We know by 4.3 that there is a factor F of B such that

1 Ž .
1Y WY VV *, where V K F. We must show that F E A
Ž . ŽE A . Note that F is the largest ideal of S such that VV *F S see
.4.5 . It is important to check that each step of the following argument is

1 Ž .reversible. We have Y UU*YF S; i.e., UU*YF YS XS f A .S
Ž .
1K A. By 5.16 this is equivalent to U*YF E A A. Multiplying on
Ž .
1the left by U and using the fact that 1UU* gives YFU E A A
Ž . Žto reverse this step, multiply on the left by U* . But YF YSF K
. Ž . Ž .
1 Ž . Ž . 
1A F. Thus K A FU E A A; i.e., K A F E A A U
Ž . 
1 Ž .
1K E. By 5.16 this is equivalent to F E A A  E A E;
Ž .
2 Ž .
1Ž . Ž .
1i.e., F E A EA E A E A . Therefore F E A
Ž .E A .
Remarks 5.18. Let E and A be as in 5.17. The following is a useful way
Ž .
1Ž . rto think of the ideal E A E A . We have A P for some
maximal ideal P of S where r is the largest positive integer such that P r
divides B. We can write E P eD where e is an integer with 0 e r
and D is an ideal of S which is not divisible by P. Because E A and
E A are, respectively, the highest common factor and the least common
multiple of E and A, we have E A P e and E A P rD. There-
Ž .
1Ž . r
e Ž .
1fore E A E A  P D. Informally, we can think of E A
Ž .E A as being formed from E by ‘‘reversing’’ its power of P. It is now
clear that if we perform this process twice then we get back to E. It follows
Žfrom what we know about the maximal invertible ideals of R see 5.12, 5.4,
.5.17 that conjugating the maximal order corresponding to E by an
invertible ideal of R is equivalent to ‘‘reversing’’ some of the prime factors
of E. Consequently this action of the invertible ideals of R on the set of
maximal orders which contain R is transitive if and only if B has no
repeated prime factors.
COROLLARY 5.19. Suppose that K L R. The following statements are
equialent.
Ž .1 R is hereditary.
Ž .2 K is an intersection of maximal right ideals of S.
Ž .3 B has no repeated prime factors.
Ž .4 The inertible ideals of R act transitiely by conjugation on the set of
maximal orders which contain R.
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Ž . Ž . Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 is Robson’s theorem 3, Theorem
 Ž . Ž .5.3 . The equivalence of 2 and 3 follows from the fact that every
maximal right ideal of S contains a maximal two-sided ideal of S. And the
Ž . Ž .equivalence of 3 and 4 was discussed in 5.18.
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